Abstruc~-The single-sample robust decision problem for known signals in additive unknown-mean amplitude-bounded random interference is investigated. The approach is based on the generalized Lagrange multiplier tkeory for infiite-dimensional linear spaces. For the probability-of-error petiormance measure (Bayes risk) and equally likely binary signal@ both minimax and maximin subproblems are formulated and solved explicitly. There is no nonrandomized saddlepoint solution. Moreover, the respective solutions are not unique and the classes of maximin and minimax decision rules are not disjoint. A uniform density and its optimal decision rule are shown to yield performance slightly less than the maximin value.
is a technique for providing better performance than nonparametric detection [2] , [21] when more information is available and for exhibiting less performance sensitivity than optimal detection [8] , [19] , [22] when there is deviation from the design model. In the robust detection problem, the model variables are characterized as elements of classes of possible descriptions based on the available knowledge. Therefore, robust detection theory is a game-theoretic approach to the detection problem [7] .
The recent results on robust detection theory, all using discrete-time models, are applicable in only a limited sense to the robust detection problem for more complicated problems such as high-frequency (HF) communications. A major difficulty is the assumption of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) interference random variables that is necessary to achieve the results, usually based on asymptotic normality or multiplicative probability-ratio test statistics. The mixture model used in several treatments presents some difficulty:
it requires that the nominal be completely known statistically. Finally, the requirement of symmetrical probability densities for the validity of some results may be a very restrictive constraint on the interference characterization of this problem.
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The author was with the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. He is now with the Office of Naval Research, Code 427, 800 North Quincy St., Arlington, VA 22217. to atmospheric noise [3]- [5] , [18] , [20] or other-user interference ( [4] ). It may also be a costly limitation for other types of man-made or signal dependent interference, although that is still to be determined. It is, therefore, desirable to find techniques for accommodating the noni.i.d. nature (primarily the dependence) of the interference. In addition, the identically distributed assumption may not be required for the validity of the previously mentioned results since it is not necessary for asymptotic normality ([l, ch. 81) nor is it required for the canonical form of the probability ratio tests [16] .
In the general communications problem formulated here, the cost function prescribed is the probability-oferror (or Bayes) performance measure. Only Huber [9] considers this cost function explicitly.
El-Sawy and VandeLinde [6] indicate that their techniques are applicable to the probability-of-error cost function. The cost function considered in all of the research discussed is the one appropriate to radar problems, namely, the probability of detection-failure (miss probability 1 -fi). Since the detectors chosen with respect to this radar cost function are generally required to satisfy a probability of falsealarm (a) constraint (the Neyman-Pearson problem), the solution for the communication (Bayes) problem can be obtained by solving a series of radar problems. This follows since the probability-of-error is a weighted sum of the miss and false-alarm probabilities and, consequently, the minimum probability-of-error detector is also a minimum probability-of-miss detector achieving a particular (Y [8, sec. 3.21. Unfortunately, the results reviewed above for the interference-mixture-model Neyman-Pearson problem are only valid for false-alarm probabilities larger than a given lower bound (Y(E) depending on the model parameter E and, therefore, may not be applicable to some problems. Unless the Bayes detector can be found among those Neyman-Pearson detectors satisfying the lower bound constraint (Y(E), the results for the mixture model problems cannot be applied. All attention must then be given to applying the results of Huber and of El-Sawy and VandeLinde or to directly solving the robust detection problem for the general communications problem. Root [17] demonstrated a game-theoretic approach to communication system design; his goal was "robust" post-detection decision rules. Near-saddlepoint random-U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. ized decision rule strategies and their corresponding probability-of-correct-decision performance were obtained. Statistical characterization of the interference was not used for his formulation;
his additive interference and signals were described as arbitrary energy-constrained continuous-time waveforms on the finite interval [0, T]. Root's derivations, however, did require specification of the signaling and predecision detection schemes.
In this paper we address the single-sample robust detection problem for unknown-mean amplitude-bounded random interference. Amplitude-bounded interference may not be a common assumption, but it is not unrealistic nor restrictive in a practical sense. The more difficult problem of multisample dependent interference is saved for future treatment, but we claim it is conceptually equivalent with respect to our formulation and techniques and is the motivation for this approach. Section II contains the formal statement of the problem. In Sections III and IV we solve the maximin and minimax problems and show that a nonrandomized saddlepoint does not exist. Practical deviations from the least favorable densities are examined in Section V. We summarize and make concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Consider the probability of detection error for equally likely signaling:
(1) I
where r is the measurement variable, h(r) =f(r -sj) is the probability density function (pdf) f(w) translated by the signal value si, and Q2, = [a,, b,] is the finite-length closed domain of the detector (decision rule) q(r). Let F be the set of admissible pdf's. Then the following problems constitute the robust binary-detection problem addressed in this paper.
Problem la (Maximin): Find the maximin detector 9' and the least favorable pdf f' E F such that decision rule2 +(r) is just an indicator function ZQ,(r) for the decision region Q2, c a,, i.e., (4) ( [ 19] ), where 51, = {r ~s2,]s, is decided}. In both problems the performance measure P,(&j) depends on + andf only through the integral in (l), so it is sufficient to consider just this integral when solving these problems. The integral can be expressed in a more useful form using translation operators ([ 111) on L,, thus an equivalent performance measure that will be used for Problems la and lb is s, Zn$fo-fM= s, Z&-i,,-rS,)f)dr, (5) I I where Tsi : L,+Li is a linear operator defined by T/(r) = f(r-si).
The right side of the expression in (5) represents the desired performance measure as a linear functional on L,. Problems la and lb can now be viewed as two-step optimization-on-function-space problems for which generalized Lagrange multiplier theory ([ 121) applies.
III. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM la
The maximin problem becomes a minimax problem with respect to the performance measure of (5).
Problem la': Find +' and f' such that q,-T,)f'dr = min max 1 I,+( Ts,-T,,)fdr. 
is a real-valued functional. This minimization will be found by a multistep approach. The first step is to minimize the integral over the class of f that have the same ' This formulation of the decision rule is opposite to that normally accepted, i.e., normally y(r) = I-+(r) = 1 =xkcept H, Bayes decision region a+(,. Demonstrating the sufficiency of the nondisjoint Bayes decision regions constitutes the second step. Minimizing (7) 
Z is a normed linear product space, E* is two-dimensional Euclidean space, and 8, E Z is the zero-vector (e,(r),e,(r),s,(~),e,,e,) with e,(r)=e,(r)=O for rEfJr, 0,(w) =O, for w EQ, and 8,= 8, =O. The mapping G, is convex. Let P c Z be the closed positive cone defined by P={zEZ~z=(z,(r),z,(r),z,(w),z,,z,); zi>ei, alli}.
(10) Constrained optimization theory [12, ch. 81 can now be applied directly to the first step of Problem la', namely the minimization of $(f> subject to G,(fi <oz.
Let X* denote the dual space of the normed linear space X. Then the Lagrangian for this problem is defined by +h,( -l+,,,)+h,(l-c-@hv)
where A= (A,(r),A,(r),A,(w),X,,
3The parameter c is required for confining f to an integrated mass value close to one while maintaining an inequality constraint formula-. . 
Then define 3,, Q2, Q3, Q4 c Q by (17) That this f" is optimal (i.e., least favorable) can now be proved via a demonstration of the Lagrangian saddlepoint 
The last form of this equality is obtained by canceling the first and seventh terms of the middle form and using the constraints of the hypothesis to set the second through sixth and the twelfth terms to zero. The second and fourth terms of the last form are nonnegative since f" > 0 and x>/3. This leaves the first and third terms that are just the negatives of the first and second components of the constraint mapping G,( .) of (S), i.e.,
=-s, WV~[ &-TJfy dry I
as shown in the Appendix. Therefore by (8) these terms are nonnegative. This implies l?(X',f") -C(X,fo> > 0. Now consider
The last form of this 'equality is obtained by setting the fifth and eighth through twelfth terms of the middle form to zero by using the constraints of the hypothesis. Using (15f) the first through fourth and A,"/, f dw terms can be eliminated from the last form yielding
by hypothesis ( ( 13) and (15) is the minimum value of the functional $(f) of (7) over r, for arbitrary (disjoint or nondisjoint) a+, and the proof IS complete.
It is shown in the following lemma that only nondisjoint Q2, need be considered: nondisjoint C$,-generating densities are at least as good as disjoint Q2,-generating densities. Lemma 2 implies that it is sufficient to consider only nondisjoint a+, and hence only the placement of Q2, on 52, and its length Z(Q,). To complete the solution to Problem la' we must minimize the performance measure (5) over all nondisjoint Q+ cs2, and their corresponding f". The following theorem completes the solution.
Theorem 2: If f"(ii,) is a least-favorable f E T+ for a given Q,, then for any nondisjoint 52,, such that rL=inf{r~rEQ,+~}=min{r(rE~2,}=a, and the corresponding f"(s2,) as eJ0 is a solution to Problem la', i.e., f'= f"(L2,) for eJ0.
Proofi Suppose fit, is nondisjoint with a fixed left endpoint r, = inf { r/r EQ+} and a varying right endpoint rR=sup{r~rE~+}<max{rlrE~2,}=b,.
Then by the construction of a,, k=l;a.
,4 ( (12) and (13) Let nondisjoint Q,, be arbitrary except for rL = a, and r, <b,. Then it follows from the above argument, Theorem 1, and Lemma 2 that fO(Q+,) for e&O is a nonunique minimum ($( f "> =X$-g enerating density function and f =f"(Q,) for rJ,O.
Corollary: PJ+',f') = +(l -#(f')).
Proof: Immediate from PJ+,f) = i(l -$(f)) and Theorem 2.
The results of this section assume the communicator has advance knowledge of F and an adaptive detector, so that he can optimize over nature's choice of f. It also assumes nature knows the signals so and s,. Theorem 2 states that the least-favorable density functionf' for Problem la' requires a nonempty nondisjoint Bayes decision region a,, = [a,, rR], which includes the left endpoint of the measurement domain Q2, but not the right endpoint. This implies that Q2, is empty. Moreover, the maximin cp' is not unique since Q2,, has a variable right endpoint.
Notice the dependence of At= (m + it + l)-' on Z(Q) and Is, -so]. From (20) m= m2 and/or II = m4 and hence GW' increases with Z(G). Equivalently, f" has more pulses sharing the probability mass as Z(Q) increases, causing At = jo, fodw to decrease. Clearly, nature would like Z(Q) to be as large as possible, which is equivalent to large peak amplitude constraints on the random interference. Also, At increases with Is, -so] since m and n decrease with Is, -so]. Clearly the communicator would like Is, -so] as large as possible to separate so and sr. Moreover, if the communicator has a power constraint, the assignment So= -s, is the most efficient. These strategies are in agreement with the known effects of signal and noise levels on detector performance [S], [16], [19] .
IV. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM lb
Following the example of the last section, the minimax problem becomes the corresponding maximin Problem lb with respect to the performance measure of (5).
Problem lb': Find cp" and f" such that
Ts, -T,,)f N dr = max min
The formulation and techniques to solve Problem lb are almost identical to those for Problem la' and will not be duplicated here (see [ 151) . The solution to Problem lb', however, is not surprising and is very intuitive. We briefly state the results in two theorems and a corollary. on 3, concentrates all probability mass on 0,u G2, and #,(f")=O. 
Rewriting ( > / cdw=J(Q1)=+o-sIl>O (27b) Ql is a weak lower bound on the performance for more realistic densities. For a uniform density, (27a) yields and the lower bound is reached. As in the maximin case, as Iso -si ]/Z(n) decreases, the performance of f, approaches that of f" (by virtue of (23)) and forces P, upward. This f, also requires knowledge of so, si, and &I,.
VI. SIJMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
In this paper the single-sample robust decision problem for additive random interference with bounded amplitude and unknown mean was investigated. The approach is based on generalized Lagrange multiplier theory on the space L, [G] . The interference probability densities were assumed to be members of this space, and the decision rules entered into the problem via equivalent decision regions in the Bayes risk performance measure. For the probability-of-error form of Bayes risk for equally likely binary signaling, both minimax and maximin subproblems were formulated and solved explicitly for this single-sample case. The minimax and maximin decision rules (or decision regions) are identical, and the corresponding least-favorable interference densities were obtained.
The minimax and maximin decision regions are any nondisjoint interval (of nonzero Lebesgue measure) starting at the left endpoint of the bounded-amplitude observation region Q2, and is not unique. If so = -s,, a sign detector type of decision rule is both maximin and minimax. The corresponding maximin least-favorable interference densityf' (assumed known to the communicator) is a picket-fence function defined on G and is also not unique: the nonzero width and symmetric shape of the pickets are variable to some degree. The maximin probability of error is 2-'[l-(m+n+l)-'1 where m+n+l is the number of pickets in the least-favorable density. The location of these densities on Q and the separation of the picket centers requires knowledge of the signal values and the observation region Q,. The corresponding minimax least-favorable interference density f" is any density causing the observed random variable to fall in the same decision region under both hypotheses, is not unique and generates a 0.5 probability of error. Again, the location of these densities on 51 requires knowledge of the signal values, the observation region &I,, and the decision region %
The minimax and maximin least-favorable densities unrealistically specify zero probability for certain regions in the interference range Q. Since thermal and other unconstrained background noise are known to be present, attention was given to obtaining performance bounds for densities which are positive on Q. The results indicate that for these more realistic densities nature can closely approximate the minimax and maximin performance values. In particular, a uniform density f, (generally not zero-mean) is shown to yield performance slightly less than the maximin value. Moreover as the signal values become closer together or the interference amplitude range 52 gets larger, the performance of f, approaches that of f'. This f, requires knowledge of the signal values and Q2,. One may approach that performance, however, by making intelligent guesses about the location and spread of the signals. If so = -s,, a zero-mean uniform density can be effective.
From the minimax and maximin results above, PJ#,f') <P,(+",f") in general: this two-person zero-sum game does not have a nonrandomized saddlepoint [7] . In this situation the strategy to play depends on the feasibility of randomized strategies and on the information realistically available to the players. Since nature's choice off E F and the communicator's choice of +I ED (or equivalently of a+) represent sets of uncountably' infinite strategies, randomized strategies may be impossible (or impractical) to implement unless some reduced game can be found that yields the desired saddlepoint or near-saddlepoint randomized strategies [7] , [17] . Otherwise one is left with lucky guesses or the choice of nonrandomized strategies based on the information available to the players.
If nature does not know the fixed decision rule 9 (or the decision region &I+), then the worst case PJ+,f) must fall between P,(+',f') and P,(+",f ") since a) she cannot expect to perform better than she could when knowing +, and b) she cannot expect to perform as badly as she would under an adaptive decision rule. Consider the results of the previous sections: the nonunique 9' and +" have many realizations in common and are known to both players. Consequently the communicator can choose randomly (or pseudorandomly) from a finite subset of these "common" realizations in order to implement a nonadaptive decision rule that will perform better than P,(+",f") on the average. This nonadaptive decision rule is unknown to nature: she does not know which member of the possibly known subset of common realizations will occur at a given time. Now the common realizations of +' and +", in general, perform differently under other interference densities f#f ". This property forces the communicator to implement his finite subset of common realizations with only those realizations that generate acceptable P,(c#B", *) under representative interference densities. It may prove instructive to consider various least-favorable interference densities in this regard. The previous work on robust or nonparametric detection limited to zero-mean interference should provide the starting point for further investigation into this issue.
There are several advantages to the approach used. As one imposes more constraints on the interference characterization, they can be conveniently added to the formulation of this problem and more appropriate spaces applied. Since the approach relied on modeling probability density functions as elements of infinite-dimensional linear spaces L,[Q], it appears conceptually equivalent and possibly less complicated to treat the multisample dependent interference problem by modeling their multivariate probability density functions as elements of infinite-dimensional linear spaces defined on N-dimensional Euclidean spaces, say L, [@] .
In this manner one can avoid the difficulty of specifying in advance the dependency among samples. Then the least-favorable multivariate probability density function and the implicit leastfavorable sample dependency can be obtained using the N-dimensional analog to the techniques used here.
The multisample independent interference problem is not as easily transferred to N dimensions. If one considers robust decision rules for the sum of N independent samples, then the results of this paper are directly applicable. An obvious question is, what are the marginal densities that would producef'? The answer is not obvious but may not be too difficult to find since the shape of the identical pickets of f' is arbitrary. Another approach would be to use the robust decision rule on a per-sample basis and then use some form of majority decision algorithm (e.g., a Bernoulli trial) on the sequence of N decisions. Either approach is suboptimal; the multisample independent interference problem is still to be solved. (A5a) implies j o(Zo,, -Zo3,)f"mY > 0. Choose AZ > $= 0:'since we can assume that for any f ET+, the optimal +(jJ generates Pe <2-'.
With Xi > Xg = 0, Xp( r), -hi(r) are monotonically nondecreasing.
In fact taking h:(r), X;(r) to be staircase functions with step heights X," and step widths IsI -so( satisfies the constraints. From (Alb), A~(w+so)+h~(w+so)< 1 on 0, and A~(w+s,)+A~(w+ s,) > 1 on Q3, which implies = --X,O+X~(w+s,)+hSO+AzO(w+s,)( 1 on 0,. But hy(w + sJ +X,"(w + SJ > 1 on Q3, hence h~(w+s,)+X,O(w+s,)=h~(w+so)+X~(W+So) =l on O,u8,.
(A71
